
SAFETY ALERT - Helmet Inspections

Did you know that your helmet is part of your PPE?  Also with this, it needs to undergo regular 
inspections, especially when taking it out of storage from summer!

How to Inspect the Exterior Shell
◦Look for any cracks, bumps, or indentations in the outer shell; this may indicate damage to the foam 
  liner
◦Are there any “soft” spots on the helmet? Look for spots that feel soft or are unusually faded; it could 
  be an indicator that the helmet came in contact with a chemical or solvent that weakened the plastic 
  and may have affected the foam underneath
◦Are the edges of the outer shell dry or cracked?
◦Check the point where the shell and inner liner meet to see if there is any separation
◦Remember to turn the helmet the full 360 degrees

How to Inspect the Interior Liner
◦Very carefully inspect the interior liner (remove the foam pads that rest on your head to keep you 
  comfortable). Is the helmet liner misshapen in any way? Is it pulling away from the outer shell?
◦The foam liner is bound to have some small scratches and pings, especially the portions of it that are 
  exposed. Superficial scratches are not going to compromise the integrity of the helmet
◦Feel around the inside of the liner for soft spots or bumps
◦The foam liner should still feel stiff and should not be flaking or crumbling in any way

How to Inspect the Straps
◦Inspect the straps carefully for signs of wear, thinness, or other damage
◦Look at the point where the straps are anchored to the helmet. Are the straps securely anchored?
◦Does the buckle still close and stay closed? (Try giving the closed buckle a good hard tug.)
◦Are there cracks or splits in any of the plastic parts?


